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Abstract 

In a traditional multi-camera surveillance system, it’s 
hard to find the routes of the suspect objects, and search 
for those video clips related to the suspect objects from 
the surveillance database. In this paper, we present a 
framework for spatial relationship construction, abnor-
mal event detection and video content searching for visual 
surveillance applications. This system can automatically 
detect the abnormal events from monitoring areas, and 
select the representative key frame(s) from the video clips 
as an index, then store the color features of the suspect 
objects into the surveillance database. A graph model 
has been defined to coordinate the tracking of objects 
between multiple views, so that the surveillance system 
can check the route of objects whether go into a critical 
path or not. A variety of spatio-temporal query functions 
can be provided by using this spatial graph model. To 
achieve the content-based video object searching, a ker-
nel-based approach is employed as a similarity measure 
between the color distribution of the suspect object and 
target candidates in the surveillance database.  

1. Introduction 

The most widely used video-based surveillance sys-
tems [3] generally employ two or more cameras that are 
connected to the monitors. This kind of systems needs 
the presence of a human operator, who interprets the 
acquired information and controls the evolution of the 
events in a surveyed environment. As the number of 
cameras increase, event monitoring by personnel is rather 
tedious, and easy to cause error. The automatic preproc-
essing of the video information by a surveillance system 
can greatly help person to improve validation of the 
events. Each camera must be capable of detecting and 
tracking moving objects of interest, and recording the 
video of the event into a surveillance database [2]. Video 
processing and understanding can be considered as a 
fundamental modality for surveillance applications. 

A real-time visual surveillance system in [5] employs 
a combination of shape analysis and tracking, and con-
structs models of people’s appearances in order to detect 
and track groups of people as well as monitor their be-
haviors even in the presence of occlusion and in outdoor 
environments. A single person tracking system in [8] 
detects moving objects in indoor scenes using motion 
detection, tracks them using first-order prediction, and 
recognizes behaviors by applying predicates to a graph 
formed by linking corresponding objects in successive 

frames. But most of the surveillance systems, just like 
the two systems we mentioned above, don’t provide the 
query functions for spatio-temporal relations and similar 
object searching in video databases. 

In this paper, we design a framework for the abnormal 
spatial event detection and the suspect video object 
searching in a multi-camera surveillance system. We will 
describe in the following sections the details of the de-
sign of our surveillance systems that utilize a large set of 
cameras and more extended and flexible processing 
strategies. In the next section, we describe the design 
concepts and process flowcharts of our surveillance sys-
tem. In Section 3, we describe the spatial relationship 
between the surveillance areas. In Section 4, we show 
the mechanism of video content searching. The system 
interface and similar measure experiments are presented 
in Section 5. Some conclusions are drawn in Section 6. 

2. System Design 

In our multi-camera surveillance system, video data 
are acquired by distributed cameras and then are trans-
mitted to the remote control center. It has the capability 
of observing and recording videos from distant places. 
It’s necessary to design more sophisticated video proc-
essing algorithms for spatial event handling and suspect 
object searching. The architecture of the proposed sur-
veillance system is shown in Figure 1. In this section, the 
main characteristics of the 3 modules are presented. 

Figure 1. Architecture of the proposed system. 
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(1) Initialization Module 
Several system initialization processes must be done 

before this system start to operation, including the back-
ground, the alert areas and alert types for each camera, 
the critical paths and places, the space zone and camera 
ID in this surveillance area, the spatial relationship be-
tween areas, and a number of threshold values for the 
key frame extraction and similarity measure processes. 
The alert area can be set to have several low to high level 
alarm priority.  
(2) Operation Module 

Once finishing the initialization step, the system can 
start monitoring from each camera. An abnormal event 
can be defined as some large object goes into the alert 
area. This detection procedure can be easily implemented 
by a sequence of video processing algorithm from video 
frame capture, background subtraction [7], thresholding, 
morphological noise removal, and abnormal object size 
comparison.  

After confirming a suspect object in an abnormal 
event, the system will record the places where this object 
visit, and check whether its route is a critical path or not. 
The video clips of abnormal events will be recorded and 
stored in the center control surveillance database. Several 
key frames will be selected from these video clips. The 
color features of suspect object will be extracted and 
stored as an index also. This index will allow one to re-
trieve particular sequences in a fast and efficient way. 
(3) Query Module 

Every kind of alerts type can be monitored from the 
system central control. Operator of this center control 
then can select the color feature of some suspect object 
and ask the surveillance database many kind of historical 
queries by content-based similarity measure method [1], 
such as, “when and where this object arrived ?”, “what 
kind of alert it caused ?”, “where it have ever been vis-
ited in a specific time interval?”.  

3. Spatial Event Detection 

In most of a building, we can transfer the surveillance 
area into a topological graph by partitioning the room 
space physically or logically, as shown in Figure 2. A 
node in this graph represents a well divided area (also 
called a “Zone”), and an edge stands for that two sepa-
rate zones can be connected by a door or a corridor. 
More than one camera can be installed in a Zone. The 
shooting ranges of these cameras need to cover all of the 
entrance and exit path ways to keep track of the abnor-
mal object. Therefore, we can define the spatial 
abnormal event as a special route (path) that an alert will 

be caused if some abnormal object goes by this path, 
such as the sequence {Zone A � Zone B � Zone A �
Zone C � Zone E} in Figure 2. We call this system 
specified route a “Critical Path”. 

Once a suspect object entered a monitored area, the 
places it visited will be tracked until it left this area. By 
using this graph model, we can check the route by trav-
eling the graph node, and the system can retrieve any 
route information about the suspect object.  

4. Video Content Searching 

To keep as the evidence, we need to store those video 
clips when an abnormal event occurred. Then, we select 
several key frames and color feature information of sus-
pect object form those video clips as an index. When we 
search an object from the surveillance database, we can 
also use this color information as the example of the con-
tent-based retrieval.  

4.1. Key frame extraction 
A key frame extraction is a technique to automatically 

extract from a video sequence one or several salient 
frames representative of its contents. We want to get at 
least one key frame from each abnormal event video clip. 
A number of techniques have been published in the lit-
erature [6] to extract key frames. However, these 
techniques address the problem of extracting all the key 
frames of a video with the goal of producing a story-
board representation for video browsing. We need a new 
methodology to extract the color information of the sus-
pect object in the abnormal event video clips, and also 
use this key frame as an index to speed up the search 
time when query the suspect object video from database. 
We choose 6 criteria to evaluate those abnormal video 
frames, and the key frame is chosen based on (1) large 
size, (2) solid, (3) human shape, (4) low motion activity, 
(5) high contrast and sharpness, and (6) has plenty of 
color information. Some of the frame with the highest 
score (quality) will be selected as the key frame(s), and 
then stored in the surveillance database. The description 
about these 6 criteria will be described as follows. 
(1) Object size 

The suspect object size is defined as the total number 
of pixels in the selected key frame. After applying the 
pixel-wise background subtraction process between nth 
captured abnormal video frame and the background im-
age, the suspect object is the region of pixels that their 
intensity difference are larger than a threshold value. We 
define  

,
,

( )  n
x y

x y
Size n I�� , (1) 

where Size(n) denotes the area size of the suspect object 
in the nth abnormal video frame, ,

n
x yI  represents the 

binary value of the pixel at location (x,y) in frame n after 
the thresholding process, ,

n
x yI �{0,1}. We prefer a sus-

pect object is large enough, not just some small scatter 
objects like noises. 

Figure 2. Transfer from an indoor space into a graph. 
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(2) Object density 
The object density of the nth video frame is simply 

computed as 

( ) ( ) /( )n nDensity n Size n Width Height� � ,  (2)

where Widthn and Heightn are the width and height of the 
minimal bounding box that contains the abnormal object, 
respectively. We prefer the suspect object is solid and 
quite different from the background. 
(3) Object aspect ratio 

The object aspect ratio of the nth video frame is de-
fined as 

otherwise
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� , (3)

where Widthn and Heightn are the width and height of the 
minimal bounding box, respectively. We prefer the sus-
pect object is like a human shape, not as a dog or cat. 
(4) Edge change ratio 

We use the Edge Change Ratio (ECR) [9] algorithm to 
measure the edge changing between frame n and frame 
n+1. The edge change ratio can show how fast an object 
is moving in the video sequences.  

In the ECR algorithm, two kinds of edge change 
ratios are defined, one is the Exiting Edge Pixel (Outgo-
ing Edge Pixel), and the other one is the Entering Edge 
Pixel (Incoming Edge Pixel). This approach is based on a 
simple observation: during a fast move object, new in-
tensity edges appear far from the locations of old edges. 
Similarly old edges disappear far from the location of 
new edges. We define an edge pixel that appears far 
from an existing edge pixel as an entering edge pixel and 
an edge pixel that disappears far from an existing edge 
pixel as an exiting edge pixel. By counting the entering 
and exiting edge pixels we can realize how fast this ob-
ject is moving. 

The ECR algorithm takes as input two consecutive 
images In and In+1. It first performs a Sobel edge detec-
tion step and then thresholding step, resulting in two 

binary images 
thresh
nE  and 

thresh
nE 1� .

Next, the Exiting Edge Pixel 
out
nX  and Entering Edge 

Pixel 
in
nX 1�  are defined as 
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where 
dilation
nE and 

dilation
nE 1� are the results after the mor-

phological dilation operation from 
thresh
nE  and 

thresh
nE 1�

respectively. The AND and NOT functions are the bi-
nary logic operations. 

The Edge Change Ratio (ECR) of the nth video frame 
is computed as 

)/,/max()( 11
thresh
n

in
n

thresh
n

out
n EXEXnECR ��� .  (6) 

We prefer the suspect object is a slow changing one 
because it will have a better stable and sharpness image 
quality. 

(5) Frame clarity 
Because we prefer the suspect object is contrast and 

sharpness. We use the overall edge count to evaluate the 
focus value and also clarity of a frame. The frame clarity 
of the nth video frame is computed as 

��
yx

thresh
n yxEnEdges

,

),()( .       (7) 

(6) Histogram entropy 
How much color information in a frame can be pro-

vided by the histogram entropy. The histogram entropy 
is defined as 

)),((log),()( 2 nxpnxpnH
x
���

,   (8)
where p(x,n) is the probability of the grayscale value x in 
the luminance histogram of frame n. We prefer more 
color in the frame. 

For each abnormal event, a score function Key-
FrameScore(n) combining the different measures is 
computed as 

( ) ( ) ( ) 

                        ( ) ( )

                         ( ) ( )
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(9)
where WSize, WDensity, WRatio, WECR, WEdges, WH, are the 
weighting factors of each criterion which can be adjusted 
heuristically. Finally, some of the key frames with the 
highest score are selected. 

4.2. Similarity measure 
As mentioned before, the similarity measure we de-

velop is highly dependent on the object color information. 
We modify some of the approach for the real-time track-
ing of non-rigid objects in [4].  

The feature c representing the color of the suspect ob-
ject is assumed to have a density function qc, while the 
target candidate n in the key frame of a surveillance da-
tabase has the feature distributed according to pc (n).

The problem is then to find the target candidate n
whose associated density pc(n) is the most similar to the 
suspect object density qc. We calculate the similarity 
between two densities according to the Bhattacharyya 
coefficient, whose general form is defined by 

 �( ) ( ), ( )c cn p n q p n q dc� �� � ��   (10) 

Due to the computational complexity we use the den-
sity estimates derived from a simple histogram 
formulation. The discrete density q={qu}u=1…m (with 

1
1m

uu
q

�
�� ) is estimated from the m-bin histogram of the 

suspect object, while p(n)={pu(n)}u=1…m (with 

1
1m

uu
p

�
�� ) is estimated at a given target candidate n

from the m-bin histogram. Therefore, the sample esti-
mate of the Bhattacharyya coefficient is given by 
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5. Experimental Results 
In our system interface, as shown in Figure 3, there 

has 8 major functions area, including the Camera Dis-
play & Control, the Graph Node Relation List, the 
Critical Path, the Region Setup, the Event List, the De-
tected Motion, the Historical Record Query, and the 
Query Result.  

In the Camera Display & Control area, we can watch, 
replay, and switch the videos between different cameras 
in the surveillance area. Once there has an abnormal 
event occurs in the real-time monitoring mode, the cam-
era ID will change color depends on the type of alert. 
The route of this abnormal object where it has been vis-
ited will be displayed in the Event List area. We can 
setup the Zone, the camera(s) in the Zone, the connec-
tivity between Zones, and the specified Critical Path, by 
using the Graph Tool in the Graph Node Relation List 
area. The query result match the query constrains, no 
matter by the time interval or by the critical path, will be 
listed in the Query Result area. The query constrains can 
be set to the time, date range, specific zone, camera, or a 
critical path in the Historical Record Query area. 

A set of process steps and results are presented in Fig-
ure 4 and Figure 5, demonstrating the suspect object 
segmentation and similar candidate selection from the 
surveillance database. The suspect object can be speci-
fied from any video frame by the system operator 
manually. Those qualified target candidates will be listed 
according to the rank of similarity measure by a search-
ing of the database, and the related routes of target 
candidates can also be listed. 

6. Conclusions
Indoors wide range surveillance and monitoring using 

multiple cameras is a challenging task. In this paper, we 
design a multi-camera surveillance system that can de-
tect the abnormal spatial events and provide the function 
of a color-based suspect object searching for the surveil-
lance video database query. This surveillance system is 
able to tracking the routes of suspect objects between 
multiple camera views. It allows for filtering and retrieval 
of the relevant path or similar object events. The avail-
ability of our automated real-time event detection method 
would greatly facilitate the monitoring of large sites with 
numerous cameras.  
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Figure 3.  The system interface. 

(a)             (b)             (c) 

(d)             (e)             (f) 
Figure 4. Suspect object segmentation steps. 

(a)current captured frame, (b)background image, 
(c)background subtraction and thresholding, (d) noise 
removal by morphological operation, (e)area filling, 
(f)result of this suspect object segmentation. 

            
    (a)     (b)      (c)       (d)     (e) 

Figure 5. Similarity query results. (a)the suspect object, 
(b) the Bhattacharyya similarity coefficient�(y)= 0.945, 
(c)�(y)= 0.8, (d)�(y)= 0.75, (e)�(y)= 0.65. 
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